
DEPARTMENT 22 

SECTION 3-D 

Corn Hole Competition 

Saturday, September 8, 2018 – 10:00 AM 

 
MUST BE 15 years or older to enter the contest. 
$5.00 entry fee – Monetary prize depends on number of entries. 
Games will consist of 2 player teams chosen by random drawing, Double elimination. 
 
Rounds/Innings 
A coin-toss decides which team tosses the bag first. 
After the first bag is tossed, the players on the same end of the court alternate tossing until each 
player has tossed all 4 of his/her corn bags. 
When both players of one side of the court have tossed their bags (a round ends) the other side of 
the court tosses. An inning ends after all players on both teams have thrown their corn bags. 
Although there are 4 player areas in the court, a player may throw from either side of the board, but 
must throw from the same side during any one inning. 
Scores are tallied after all bags on one side of the court have been thrown. 
 
Toss Rotation 
The player of the team who scored highest in the preceding tally or round tosses first. 
 
Point and Scoring 
The team that scores 21 points after a complete inning wins. The game is played to 21. 
In-The Hole: 3 points. A corn bag is considered in-the-hole if: 

! It is thrown directly in the hole (“a ringer” 
! It strikes the board surface and slides into the hole 
! It lands on the board, and is knocked into the hole by any bag 

On-the-Board: 1 point. A corn bag is considered on-the-board if: 
! It comes to rest on the board surface without first touching the ground 
! A bag that touches the ground before coming to rest on the board surface is considered a foul 

and must be removed from the board surface before the next bag is thrown. 
Out-of-Play: 0 points. A corn bag is considered out-of-play if: 

! It is neither In-the-Hole nor On-the-Board. 
! A bag may be knocked out-of-play by any subsequently thrown bag. 

Point Cancellation 
! In-the-Hole cancels an opponent’s 3 points. 
! On-the-Board cancels an opponent’s 1 point. 
! 3 On-the-Board cancels an opposing In-the-Hole or 3 points 
! ….and so on 

 
 


